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ABSTRACT Dynamic instability is the term used to describe the transition of an individual microtubule, apparently at random,
between extended periods of slow growth and brief periods of rapid shortening. The typical sawtooth growth and shortening
transition behavior has been successfully simulated numerically for the 1 3-protofilament microtubule A-lattice by a lateral cap
model (Bayley, P. M., M. J. Schilstra, and S. R. Martin. 1990. J. Cell Sci. 95:33-48). This kinetic model is now extended
systematically to other related lattice geometries, namely the 1 3-protofilament B-lattice and the 1 4-protofilament A-lattice, which
contain structural "seams." The treatment requires the assignment of the free energies of specific protein-protein interactions
in terms of the basic microtubule lattice. It is seen that dynamic instability is not restricted to the helically symmetric 13-
protofilament A-lattice but is potentially a feature of all A- and B-lattices, irrespective of protofilament number. The advantages
of this general energetic approach are that it allows a consistent treatment to be made for both ends of any microtubule lattice.
Important features are the predominance of longitudinal interactions between tubulin molecules within the same protofilament
and the implication of a relatively favorable interaction of tubulin-GDP with the growing microtubule end. For the three lattices
specifically considered, the treatment predicts the dependence of the transition behavior upon tubulin concentration as a
cooperative process, in good agreement with recent experimental observations. The model rationalizes the dynamic properties
in terms of a metastable microtubule lattice of tubulin-GDP, stabilized by the kinetic process of tubulin-GTP addition. It provides
a quantitative basis for the consideration of in vitro microtubule behavior under both steady-state and non-steady-state con-
ditions, for comparison with experimental data on the dilution-induced disassembly of microtubules. Similarly, the effects of small
tubulin-binding molecules such as GDP and nonhydrolyzable GTP analogues are readily treated. An extension of the model
allows a detailed quantitative examination of possible modes of substoichiometric action of a number of antimitotic drugs relevant
to cancer chemotherapy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic instability is the term given to the behavior of an
individual microtubule, which interconverts, apparently at
random, between extended periods of slow growth and brief
periods of rapid shortening. Deduced originally from obser-
vations of length redistribution in microtubule populations
(1, 2), it has since been established and quantified by direct
real-time microscopic observations (3-5). Several reviews of
microtubule dynamics have appeared recently (6-12).
A numerical kinetic model has been developed that sim-
ulates the main experimental observations of length changes,
frequencies of switching between states, and utilization of
GTP in tubulin assembly for either end of the 13-
protofilament microtubule A-lattice (7, 13-16). In contrast to
previous mechanisms (e.g., Ref. 17), this lateral cap model
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is characterized by the restriction of Tu-GTP to the termi-
nal layer at the microtubule end, with the assembly-
dependent GTP hydrolysis closely coupled to the addition
of further Tu-GTP molecules. (These principles are re-
viewed in Ref. 10.)
Microtubules are known to exist with a range of values of
the protofilament number, n. Those assembled from ax-
onemes (18) or centrosomes (19) appear to retain the protofil-
ament number of the nucleating structure, generally n = 13.
For self-assembly in solution, microtubules with n = 12 to
17 have been observed, with n = 13 and 14 the most common
(20). Also, Chretien et al. (21) have observed changes in n
(occurring rather infrequently) along an individual micro-
tubule. Thus, uniqueness or constancy of protofilament num-
ber in dynamic instability cannot be assumed. In addition,
microtubule lattices that differ in the arrangement of the tu-
bulin monomer have been proposed (i.e., A-type and B-type)
(22). All lattices, other than A-type ones with odd values of
n, must contain mixed A- and B-type interactions (23, 24)
giving rise to a longitudinal structural discontinuity. Song
and Mandelkow (25) have recently presented evidence sup-
porting the B-type microtubule lattice for several different
tubulin structures.
The ability of the lateral cap model to simulate the tran-
sition behavior characteristic of microtubule dynamic insta-
bility for the 13-protofilament microtubule A-lattice (14)
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raises the question of how these dynamic properties might be
predicted to vary with different lattice types. In order to gen-
eralize the lateral cap model we have now developed a sys-
tematic treatment in terms of lattice interaction energies (cf.
the treatment for actin filaments, Ref. 26) that can be applied
to these different geometries. To develop this general method
for treating all lattices, irrespective of type (A, B, or mixed
A and B) and protofilament number (n), association con-
stants (and therefore kinetic constants) must be defined for
all possible binding sites, in which both the configuration of
neighboring subunits and their nucleotide content may vary.
Therefore, one needs to consider all of the formal interactions
of a given tubulin af3 heterodimer with its immediate neigh-
bors in the lattice.
Using a small number of reasonable assumptions we show
that all microtubule lattices can be treated in a consistent way.
The main result is that the property of microtubule dynamic
instability is not restricted to the helically symmetric 13-
protofilament A-lattice but is potentially a property of any
microtubule lattice type. The treatment is readily extended to
simulate the dynamic behavior of microtubules under a wide
variety of conditions accessible to experimentation. These
include disassembly induced by rapid dilution and the effects
of Tu-GDP, anti-mitotic drugs, and nonhydrolyzable ana-
logues of GTP. Tu-GDP and anti-mitotic drugs such as colch-
icine and podophyllotoxin are predicted to exert significant
effects on microtubule dynamics. These results indicate that
specific ligands binding selectively to tubulin can, in prin-
ciple, exercise sensitive control over the properties of mi-
crotubule arrays within a cellular environment. This regu-
latory characteristic can be understood in terms of its effect
upon the unique physical properties of the microtubule lattice
structure.
2. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
2.1. The Lateral Cap Model
Microtubule growth is most simply formulated as the re-
versible addition of a single molecule of tubulin-GTP to the
end of a microtubule containing x molecules, elongating the
lattice by a single molecule:
(MT)x + Tu-GTP (MT)x+l
Microtubule shortening is likewise most simply formulated
as the loss of a single molecule of tubulin-GDP from the end
of a microtubule containing x molecules, decreasing the lat-
tice by a single molecule in a process usually considered to
be irreversible.
(MT)x -- (MT)x1 + Tu-GDP
At a certain (critical) concentration ofTu-GTP, a steady state
is reached in which growth and shortening processes are
balanced, and, given an adequate supply of GTP, the mi-
crotubule polymer mass remains constant. The addition of
one molecule of Tu-GTP to the microtubule lattice is ac-
companied by the hydrolysis of one molecule of GTP (27).
The exact temporal and spatial relationships between tubulin
addition and GTP hydrolysis are not known. Hence, the
chemical species (Tu-GTP, Tu-GDP, or an intermediate)
present at the microtubule end cannot be defined unambig-
uously. The experimental evidence for the composition of the
microtubule end has been discussed recently (see above ref-
erences to reviews). At steady state, the amount of Tu-GTP
present at the microtubule end is at or less than the limit of
analytical detection.
The lateral cap model for microtubule dynamics seeks to
represent this dynamic system in terms of the simplest pos-
sible structure and the minimum number of kinetic param-
eters. The main postulates of the formulation (7, 13, 14, 16)
are as follows:
(a) The affinity of Tu-GTP for a particular site at the end
of the microtubule is highest when the Tu-GTP content of the
site is high. This reflects the experimental observation of the
requirement for Tu-GTP rather than Tu-GDP for microtubule
assembly, and the inherent instability of a lattice comprising
entirely Tu-GDP.
(b) The addition of Tu-GTP is coupled to the hydrolysis
of one molecule of GTP in the 13-subunit of a previously
terminal Tu-GTP molecule. Tubulin-GTP is thus restricted to
terminal positions, where it comprises a lateral cap, and the
bulk of the microtubule then contains only Tu-GDP.
The microtubule elongation reaction can then be formally
written as
(MT)x(Tu-GTP)y + Tu-GTP -* (MT)x+i(Tu-GTP)y + Pi
where (MT)x represents a microtubule lattice comprising x
Tu-GDP molecules, and (Tu-GTP)y represents a terminal
layer of y molecules of Tu-GTP. The net reaction is the ex-
tension of the lattice by one molecule of Tu-GDP and the
hydrolysis of one molecule of GTP.
2.2. Microtubule lattices
Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the 13-
protofilament A-type lattice. Fig. 1A-C shows different con-
figurations of the microtubule end in the growing state (G),
with a lateral cap of 13 Tu-GTP molecules in the terminal
position of each of 13 protofilaments. The postulate of cou-
pled hydrolysis is illustrated in the addition reactions
1A-- 1B-- 1C. Fig. 1 D-F shows the loss of successive mol-
ecules of Tu-GTP from the lateral cap of Fig. 1 B, leading
eventually to the configuration 1F with Tu-GDP exclusively
in terminal positions, characteristic of the shortening state
(S). The behavior of the microtubule end is simulated as a
stochastic process of such individual addition and dissoci-
ation steps, which produces an essentially two-state behav-
ior of growth (G) and shortening (S) with transitions G-*S
and S-*G as discussed below. Structures 1D and 1E repre-
sent configurations with "mixed ends"; these are typical
minority species that are kinetic intermediates between
states G and S.
Microtubule lattices may be defined in general in terms of
their protofilament number (n = 13, 14, etc.) and their helical
symmetry. All microtubule lattices appear similar at the level
of the tubulin monomer (i.e., ignoring a, a differences) in
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of the lateral cap model for microtubule dynamic instability. Dark green, 13-tubulin-GTP; dark red, ,B-tubulin-GDP; light green and
light red, a-tubulin. The microtubule is shown (not to scale) as a 13-protofilament A-type lattice, to illustrate the relative positions of the a- and P-subunits,
depicted schematically as volume-filling elements. (A-C) The growing microtubule. The single molecule ofTu-GTP (green) at the end of each protofilament
comprises a terminal layer, or lateral cap, the configuration of which determines the number of equivalent association (or dissociation) sites. In (A), these
occur on protofilaments 1,3,6J12 (and 2,4,11,13). In (B), the addition of one molecule to protofilament 1 gives a configuration with binding sites on
protofilaments 3,6,12 (and dissociation sites on protofilaments 1,4,11). In (C), additions to protofilaments 3,2,12,13,1 give the configuration with one
association site (protofilament 6) and one dissociation site (protofilament 13). In this model, the addition of a molecule ofTu-GTP is coupled to the hydrolysis
of the previously terminal Tu-GTP in the same protofilament, thus conserving the single layer cap: compare protofilaments 1,2,3,12,13 in (B) and (C). (D-F)
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FIGURE 2 Microtubule lattices shown in planar
projection. (A) The 13-out end of the 13-protofilament
A-lattice. (B) The a-out end of the 13-protofila-
ment A-lattice. (C) The ,B-out end of the 13 protofil-
ament B-lattice; the seam is arbitrarily positioned be-
tween protofilaments 9 and 10. (D) The 13-out end of
the 14 protofilament A-lattice; the seam is arbitrarily
positioned between protofilaments 8 and 9. The left-
handed 3-start monomer helix and the 5-start right-
handed and 8-start left-handed dimer helices are in-
dicated where appropriate. Tubulin monomers are
identified as a (light shading), 3 containing GTP
(black), and 13 containing GDP (cross-hatched).
that they possess a family of three left-handed helices (22).
In the 13-protofilament A-lattice the a43 heterodimers are
arranged as shown in Fig. 2 (A and B) with heterologous a-,3
and /3-a contacts along the 3-start helix (the bar indicates
left-handedness). In addition to the 3-start monomer helix
this structure is seen to contain 5-start and 8-start dimer he-
lices; the dimer lattice is therefore helically symmetric. In the
13-protofilament B-lattice the a/3 heterodimers are arranged
as shown in Fig. 2 C, with homologous a-a and ,B-,B contacts
along the 3-start helix. This dimer packing arrangement
means that the 13-protofilament B-lattice must contain a dis-
continuity or "seam" with heterologous a-X3 and /3-a contacts
(23, 24). Thus, the 5- and 3-start dimer helices are not present
in this lattice type.
All B-type lattices have a seam, irrespective of the number
of protofilaments; all A-type lattices with even numbers of
protofilaments (n = 14, 16, etc.) also have a seam and thus
also lack perfect helical symmetry at the level of the tubulin
af3-heterodimer (23,24). For example, inspection of the two-
dimensional representation of the 14-protofilament micro-
tubule A-lattice (Fig. 2 D) shows that it contains a seam of
a-a and ,B-,B contacts on the 3-start helix.
For microtubules with a protofilament number greater than
13 (irrespective of type, A or B), the lattice geometry must
be different from that of the 13-protofilament lattices, in or-
der to accommodate the extra protofilament while maintain-
ing the 3-start monomer helix. This may occur either by
slightly altering the lateral registration of adjacent protofil-
aments (24) or by retaining the same relationship of indi-
vidual monomers but allowing a slight superhelical twist in
the lattice. Evidence has been presented that favors the latter
case, for example, for n = 14, a protofilament skew angle of
-0.8° is observed (20). In the two-dimensional representa-
tions of lattices used here we have, simply for convenience,
accommodated the extra protofilament by a small alteration
in the lateral registration of monomers.
Transition to the shortening microtubule. Starting from (B), loss of Tu-GTP from protofilaments 4 and 5 generates the microtubule with a "mixed end" of
Tu-GTP and Tu-GDP shown in (D); similarly, subsequent loss from protofilaments 11,10,9 generates the configuration (E); loss from protofilaments
1,2,3,13,12 and 8,7,6 generates the configuration (F) in which the end is exclusively Tu-GDP (red) and completes the transition growing to shortening (G-*S).
This configuration (F) shows the typical condition for the optimal rate of shortening. (Note: All processes of association and dissociation of Tu-GTP are
reversible; the reverse sequence F, E, D, B is one of many possible routes for the re-establishment of the lateral cap, via an S--.G transition.) (G-I)
Substoichiometric inhibition of microtubule dynamics by tubulin-drug complex. The tubulin-drug complex (Tu-X) is shown as blue. The Tu-X complex
binds to the microtubule end at a single site but inhibits further addition reactions in the adjacent site. In (G), Tu-X at position 5 inhibits addition at the
5-start related position on protofilament 6; in (H), Tu-X at position 6 inhibits addition at the 8-start related position on protofilament 5; in (I), the Tu-X
complex at position 5 inhibits addition at both the 5 and 8-start related sites. We describe these as type 1 inhibition (G and H) and type 2 inhibition (I).
Addition reactions build up the lattice to the configuration shown, which has a single dissociation site at position 1 (in G) or 13 (in H and I). The only
association sites are inhibited, and growth is arrested until an ordered series of dissociation events occurs (e.g., from protofilaments 1,2,3,4,5 in G), leading
to the loss of the Tu-X complex, or (with low probability) the inhibited sites become occupied, the Tu-X complex is incorporated into the lattice, and growth
continues. Because of the closed nature of the microtubule end, a single inhibitor complex acting at a concentration strongly substoichiometric to the Cc
for assembly would suffice to arrest the growth of the whole microtubule (Ref. 45 and data presented at the Second Interface of Clinical and Laboratory
Responses to Anti-Cancer Drugs, Marseille, April 1992).
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In order to be able to treat microtubule lattice geometries
with all possible interactions at the level of the tubulin mono-
mer, we adopt a monomer numbering scheme illustrated, for
both ends of the 13-protofilament A-lattice, in Fig. 3. In this
scheme, z (= zero) identifies the terminal (3-subunit of the
protofilament under consideration. Other subunits are then
identified in positions plus (p) and minus (m) relative to z,
corresponding to the principal lattice directions. For the 13-
protofilament B-lattice the numbering scheme is exactly the
same as for the 13-A, but the a- and (3-subunits are arranged
differently (see Fig. 2 C). The introduction of an additional
protofilament as in the 14-protofilament A-lattice (Fig. 2 D)
requires a slightly different numbering scheme (see Fig. 3).
Interactions between monomers are specified using the
notation AGDjk, where D indicates the direction of the in-
teraction; D = 3, 10, 13, or 16 in the case of the 13-
protofilament lattices. In the case of the 13-protofilament
A-lattice (only) the values ofD = 10 and 16 correspond to
the 5 and 8-start dimer helices (see above). The indices j and
k specify the nature of the monomers involved in the inter-
action, and these may be a (a-subunit), d (,8-subunit with
GDP at the E-site), or t ((3-subunit with GTP at the E-site).
For example, AG3at is the free energy of interaction between
an a-subunit and a GTP-containing (3-subunit along the
3-start helix. The index j always refers to the subunit in po-
sition (+D) relative to the position of the subunit identified
with index k.
2.3. The computational procedure
The steps involved in the Monte Carlo simulation of one end
of a microtubule at a fixed external concentration ofTu-GTP
([Tu-GTP]) are as follows:
STEP 1. Examine the end of each protofilament in the
microtubule to see if it is part of a site for dissociation and/or
S~~Im16; Out...............
...... ...
ml m1m1 Alh
.............
FIGURE 3 The monomer numbering scheme used in the simulations,
illustrated for both ends of the 13-A lattice. The terminal (3-subunit of the
molecule under consideration is identified by z (= zero). Other subunits are
numbered as plus (p) and minus (in) relative to this position. The a-subunits
are lightly shaded, and the 13- subunits are unshaded. For the 14-fi1lament
A-lattice the numbering scheme is modified to accommodate the extra
protofilament. Thus, plO becomes pil, p16 becomes pl7, ml3 becomes
association. The total number of sites to be considered, i, is
the number of sites for association plus the number of sites
for dissociation.
STEP 2. For each of the total of i sites assign a rate con-
stant, ki, for a dissociation event (ki = ki( -)) and/or for an
association event (ki = k1(+). [Tu-GTP]). In general, the
value of the rate constant is determined by the physical struc-
ture of the binding site and by the nucleotide content of the
(3-subunits in adjacent protofilaments (see Section 2.4).
STEP 3. For each site, i, calculate the time, ti, at which the
association or dissociation event would occur stochastically
using the equation (28)
ti= -ln(1 -Ri)ki
where Ri is a uniformly distributed random number in the
range 0 to 1.
STEP 4. Implement the event (either addition or disso-
ciation of one molecule of tubulin) that has the smallest value
of ti (tmin) and modify the lattice at the end of the appropriate
protofilament as follows:
(a) For any event, by adding Tu-GTP or removing either
Tu-GTP or Tu-GDP, as appropriate.
(b) For an addition event, by allowing for GTP hydrol-
ysis. In the work presented here we use (for both ends) a
longitudinal Hydrolysis Rule, in which the GTP hydrolyzed
is the previously terminal (3-subunit of the same protofila-
ment to which the incoming Tu-GTP molecule is added.
(Other spatial relationships are considered in Ref. 16.)
STEP 5. Extend the total elapsed time for the simulation
by tmin and repeat the calculation from Step 1.
The behavior of the single microtubule is simulated over
a large number of events, and a plot of microtubule length
versus time (L(t)) plot) is constructed. The net growth of the
single microtubule over very long times simulates the net
behavior of a microtubule population. Therefore, by per-
forming such extended simulations at a number of different
external Tu-GTP concentrations one can construct a plot of
net growth rate versus [Tu-GTP] (the JonC plot). This gives
the critical concentration (Cc) for the macroscopic system,
defined as the concentration of Tu-GTP at which the net
growth rate is zero. Examination of the L(t) plot also allows
one to estimate the mean lifetimes of the growing and short-
ening states (Tg, Ts), as well as individual rates of growth and
shortening (Rg and Rs). Individual phases are defined as
length excursions greater than 0.15 ,um, and transition points
are defined as the intersection of two such phases.
2.4. Definition of binding sites
The simulation treats a given microtubule lattice geometry
(e.g., 13-A, 14-A, 13-B, etc.) in terms of the individual as-
sociation and dissociation steps of single tubulin molecules,
the kinetics of these steps being determined entirely by the
m14, and so on.
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of neighboring Tu-GTP and/or Tu-GDP molecules. In pre-
vious work (and following the concept of Chen and Hill (17)
for the 13-protofilament microtubule A-lattice), the site for
association or dissociation was defined in terms of one spe-
cific geometric configuration of adjacent molecules. In the
Chen and Hill formulation the addition of one Tu-GTP com-
pleted monomer interactions in the 3- and 10-start directions,
as well as making a longitudinal (or 13-start) contact. In our
modification (16) the site was defined differently; the addi-
tion reaction completed interactions in the 3-, 10-, and
16-start directions. This definition derived from a consider-
ation of the minimum number of protein-protein contacts
thought necessary to constitute a stable interaction with the
microtubule end.
The typical site for an association reaction at a microtubule
end is shown in Fig. 3. That is, a binding site for Tu-GTP at
the (3-out end of the central protofilament requires that po-
sitions p16 and plO are occupied. An addition reaction may,
but does not necessarily, create a new binding site (also see
Fig. 4), so that the instantaneous number of binding sites at
the microtubule end can fluctuate. For a 13-protofilament
A-lattice the maximum number of sites for association is 5,
with means of 3.82 (17) and 3.33 (16). The mean value is the
time average of the instantaneous number of sites and reflects
the changing end configuration-namely, how the runs of
tubulin in the 5- and 8-start dimer directions are distributed
around the closed cylindrical structure. The tubulin dimer
designated {z/m13} is allowed to dissociate only if the
dimers designated {pl6/p3} and {plO/m3} are absent. This
dissociation generates a new site for an association reaction.
The situation at the a-out end is exactly analogous.
With this "fixed geometry" site we distinguish between
binding sites on the microtubule end solely in terms of the
nucleotide content (either GTP or GDP) at the (3-subunit of
tubulin dimers in adjacent protofilaments (see Fig. 4). There-
fore, for both ends of this particular lattice we distinguish just
four different sites, which we designate as xy, where xy = TT,
TD, DT, or DD. For binding at the (3-out end, x andy indicate
the nucleotide contents of the ,3-subunits at positions p16 and
plO relative to z; for the a-out end they indicate the nucle-
otide contents of the 13-subunits at positions m16 and mlO
relative to z (see Figs. 3 and 4).
In lattice types other than the 13-A, the presence of seams
means that a fixed geometry site can no longer be used. In
the more general approach (see Section 2.7) the end of each
protofilament is considered to be a potential site for disso-
ciation. Likewise, the definition of an association site is re-
laxed to include any site in which both position p3 and po-
sition plO are occupied, or both position m3 and position p16
are occupied (see Figs. 3 and 2).
2.5. Estimation of kinetic parameters
Rate constants for association and dissociation reactions,
ki(+) and ki(-) (Section 2.3, Step 2), have to be assigned for
the set of sites in a self-consistent way. The free energy for
the association reaction at any site, i, is related to the asso-
13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
I
1
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FIGURE 4 Fixed geometry binding sites at the ends of the 13- protofil-
ament A-type microtubule lattice. (A) The ,B-out end; (B) the a-out end. At
both ends we distinguish four sites on the basis of the nucleotide content
of the ,B-subunit in the adjacent protofilaments using the designation xy
(see text), where xy represents the 10-start related neighbor (x) and the
16-start related neighbor (y) relative to the binding site. Tubulin monomers
are identified as a (light shading), 3 containing GTP (black), and 3 con-
taining GDP (cross-hatched).
ciation constant, Ki, through the equation AGi =-RT * lnKi.
Thus, when the value of Ki is known one can assign values
of ki(-) and ki(+) from the relationship Ki = ki(+)/ki( -). For
simplicity we generally assume that the association rate con-
stant, ki(+), is the same for all sites; differences in affinity
between sites are then reflected in the values of the disso-
ciation rate constant ki(-).
Two approaches to the estimation of Ki values have been
used:
(a) When a fixed-geometry binding site is used (see Sec-
tion 2.4) the affinity of Tu-GTP for a particular site depends
only on the nucleotide content of the tubulin molecules com-
prising the site, and the affinity is highest when the Tu-GTP
content of the site is highest (see Section 2.1). We then assess
the range ofK values for the set of sites and express all other
K values in terms of one assigned value (that for the TT site)
plus a set of free energy difference expressions (see Section
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2.6). In previous studies (13, 14, 16) we deduced that the
four sites defined in Fig. 4 must have affinities for Tu-GTP
that vary monotonically in the following way: TT > DT
TD > DD, and this ordering generates behavior character-
istic of dynamic instability. The value of K selected for the
TT site is the main determinant of the calculated value of
Cc and can thus be related to an experimentally determined
value.
(b) Alternatively, the Ki values can be calculated using
estimated free energy values for individual bonds. This is the
only possible approach for treating the greater multiplicity of
sites present when the definition of association and disso-
ciation sites is relaxed (see Section 2.4). The affinity of a
tubulin dimer for a microtubule end then depends upon the
number of contacts formed, as well as on the nucleotide con-
tent of the neighboring subunits forming the binding site.
The free energy for the binding ofone molecule ofTu-GTP
at a particular site is seen to derive from the free energies of
the specific protein-protein interactions characteristic of that
site. The total free energy for binding at a particular site (AGe)
may be obtained as the sum of the free energies for individual
subunit-subunit interactions between tubulin monomers (a,
,3-GTP, or ,B-GDP), plus a term corresponding to the free
energy equivalent of the configurational entropy, AGs. This
configurational entropy is the free energy cost of immobi-
lizing a dimer in the polymer (26).
end of the 13-protofilament A-lattice (Fig. 4 A) one may
write the following free energy equations:
AGT= = AG3ta + AGirtt + AG3at + AG16tt + AGC
AGTfD = AG3ta + AG10tt + AG3ad + AG16td + AGc
AGT/DT = AG3da + AG1td + AG3at + AG16tt + AGC
AGT/DD =AG3da + AG1Otd + AG3ad + AG16td + AGc
where the subscript TfIT indicates binding ofTu-GTP (T) to
a TT site (and so on). Note: Specific free energy terms such
as AG3,t are defined in Section 2.2. AGc is equal to the sum
of the free energy terms for individual interactions that are
common for all sites, namely
AGC = AGiOaa + AG13ad + AG16aa + AGSE
The higher affinity ofTu-GTP for site T1, compared with site
DD, for example, must derive from a difference in total free
energy (i.e., - AGTfr > - AGT/DD). This difference in total
free energy is seen from the above equations to derive from
the free energy differences for four individual lateral inter-
actions, that is,
AGTrT -AGT/DD= a + b + c + d (1)
where
a = (AG3ta -AG3da),
2.6. Estimation of free energy differences,
fixed geometry sites
We explore this simpler approach first because examination
of the free energy difference values involved in the case of
fixed geometry is a useful guide in the subsequent selection
of individual free energy values. We base the following eval-
uation on the helically symmetric 13-protofilament A-lattice
(Fig. 2, A and B) and consider a binding site as having the
particular geometric arrangement defined previously (16)
(see Section 2.4, Figs. 3 and 4).
2.6.1. Formal treatment
The binding of a molecule of Tu-GTP to a typical site (xy)
(Fig. 4A) may be formally regarded as involving free energy
terms: (a) AGh, for the hydrolysis of the previously terminal
Tu-GTP to Tu-GDP; (b) AGIattic, for the subsequent change
in lattice contacts, and (c) AGT/XJ,, the binding reaction for
site xy.
AGT/xy(Total) =AGh + AGiattice + AGT/,y
AGIattice is independent of the nature of the site xy. It is gen-
erally unfavorable, since it involves lateral interactions in-
volving Tu-GDP rather than Tu-GTP, and this is compensated
by the free energy of hydrolysis. We therefore write
AGT/xy(TOta1) AGT/Y
For binding of Tu-GTP to the four different sites at the ,B-out
b = (AG3at -AG3ad),
c = (AG1Ott- AGl1d),
d = (AG16tt -AG16td).and
We have previously deduced that the affinity of Tu-GTP for
site TT is on the order of 100-fold greater than that for site
DD. If {KTr-r}/{KT,DD} = 100, then AGT1rr - AGT/DD =
-RT * ln(100), and the four free energy differences (a, b, c,
d) must sum to approximately -2.84 kcal/mol (at T = 37°C).
In the same way, for the sites that we have designated TD
and DT one may write
AGT/TT - AGTf = b + d
AGT/rr - AGT/DT = a + c
(2)
(3)
Comparison of Eqs. 2 and 3 with Eq. 1 shows that the
affinities ofTu-GTP for sitesTD and DT will be intermediate
between those for sites 1T and DD, if all the free energy
difference terms have the same sign (see below). However,
the precise distribution of affinities clearly depends upon the
way in which the -2.84 kcal/mol is distributed between the
four difference terms.
In passing, it is readily shown using this approach that
AGT,p + AGIattice = AGD/DD
and hence that AGT,mr(TOtal) = AGh + AGD/pDD
Thus, in the typical elongation step, the addition of Tu-
GTP is thermodynamically equivalent to the energetically
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unfavorable elongation of a Tu-GDP lattice by one molecule
of Tu-GDP, which is compensated by the free energy of hy-
drolysis of one molecule of GTP.
For the a-out end (Fig. 4 B) a similar approach may be
adopted. (Note: For convenience in the subsequent presen-
tation the affinities of these sites are defined relative to that
for the binding ofTu-GTP to the TT site at the ,3-out end, i.e.,
to KT/r-r. The corresponding equations are given in Table 1.)
Furthermore, the same approach may be used to consider the
free energy equations for the binding ofTu-GDP to the a- and
(3-out ends of the microtubule. As above, the affinities are
defined relative to that for binding of Tu-GTP to a TF site
at the (-out end (i.e., to KTITT), and the appropriate equations
are again given in Table 1.
For any particular distribution of the free energy differ-
ences appearing in Table 1 one may calculate all of the ap-
propriate AG and AG' values and hence all of theK and K'
values for the binding of both Tu-GTP and Tu-GDP at both
the a- and (3-out ends. With all k(+hr,l,, values assumed to
be the same (generally 2.0 X 106 M-1 * s-1) one can then use
K and Ka to calculate the appropriate k( - )T/XY and k( -)D/Y
values for use in the simulation. The following general prin-
ciples were used in assigning values for the free-energy dif-
ferences terms:
(i) Lateral interactions are weakened progressively when
Tu-GTP is replaced by Tu-GDP; hence the four energy dif-
ference terms, which sum to -2.84 kcal (a, b, c, d), all have
the same sign. We assume that the magnitudes of the energy
difference terms are ordered as 3-start > 10-start >
16-start, and we do not generally distinguish between left-
and right-handed interactions (i.e., a = b; c* = c; d* = d;
see Table 1). We note that if both c* and d* are equal to zero
then the affinity of Tu-GTP at the a-out end will not depend
on the nucleotide content of the binding site (see Table 1) and
dynamic behavior will not then be observed for this end.
(ii) The values of e and f are assumed to be greater than
c and d, respectively (by extension of the assumption of the
effect of substituting Tu-GDP for Tu-GTP on the strength of
lateral interactions; see (i)).
(iii) The value of g (= (AGl3ad- AG13at)) is important
because it determines the difference in affinity between sim-
ilar sites at the a- and (3-out ends (see Table 1). The value
of g was selected in order that the calculated affinity of Tu-
GTP for sites at the a-out end should not be too high (see
Table 2), and therefore that the Cc values for the two ends
should be similar, in accord with experimental observations
(5) (see Section 3.2). This implies that longitudinal interac-
tions are strengthened when Tu-GTP is replaced by Tu-GDP;
this is consistent with experimental evidence showing that
Tu-GDP self-associates into ringlike oligomeric species
more strongly than Tu-GTP (29) and that these oligomers
probably represent curved protofilaments, implying
strengthened longitudinal interactions of Tu-GDP (30).
2.6.2. Calculation of association constants
An example of a calculation of association constants using
one particular set of free energy differences is shown in Table
2. The following points may be noted:
(i) Relatively small differences for the free energies of
a,
-GTP, and (3-GDP subunits (less than 1 kcal/mol) are
sufficient to generate significant differences in affinities
for the different sites. The affinities for binding of Tu-GTP
to sites at the (3-out end are in the order KTrTT > KT/TD
KT/DT > KT/DD, as stipulated. Dissociation rate constants
for Tu-GTP are then in the order k(-)T/DD > k(- )T/DT
k(-)T/TD > k(-)T/TT
(ii) The affinities for the binding ofTu-GTP to sites at the
a-out end are seen to be ordered in a way similar to those for
TABLE 1 Free energy difference equations for Tu-GTP and Tu-GDP binding at four different sites at the a- and 13-out ends of
the 13-protofilament A-lattice (see Fig. 4, A and B)
Binding of Tu-GTP
,3-out end a-out end
AGT,rr - AGT-rr 0 AGT-TT - AG-T/TT g
AGTrrT- AGT/DD a + b + c + d AGGT,.AI-AGaT/DD g + c* + d*
AGTfrT - AGT,TD b + d AGTrrT- AG-T/TD g+d*
AGTrT AGT/DT a + c AGT,rr AG-T/DT g + c*
Binding of Tu-GDP
13-out end a-out end
AGT= AGDr C* + d* AGTr AGcD/TT a + b + c + d
AGTrr AGD/DD a + b + e + f AGT/IT AGD/DD a + b + e + f
AGT/T-- AGD/TD b + c* + f AGT T- AG-D/TD a + b + c + f
AGT,-T- AGD/DT a + d* + e AGT/ AGaD/DT a + b + d + e
a = (AG3t - WAG3da); b = (AG3.t - AG3ad); c = (AGott - AGlOtd);
d = (A&G16tt - AGl6td); c* = (AG1Ott - AGjodt); d* = (AG16tt - &G,6dt);
e = (AG,ott - AGlOdd); f = (AG16tt - AGl16d); g = (AGl3ad - AGl3at).
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TABLE 2 Association constants for Tu-GTP and Tu-GDP
binding at four different sites at the a- and 13-out ends
of the 13-filament A-lattice (see Fig. 4, A and B)
,3-out end a-out end
Site 10-4-KT,/ 10-4.KDA,, 10-4-KaT,y 10-4.KaD,.
(ky) (M-1) (M-1) (M-1) (M-1)
TI' 100.00 18.60 19.70 1.00
DD 1.00 0.55 3.65 0.55
TD 11.40 3.90 9.70 0.90
DT 8.80 2.65 7.45 0.60
The free energy differences used in these calculations are:
a (= AG3ta - AG3da) = b(= AG3at - AG3ad) = -0.9 kcal;
C (= Giott - AGlotd) = c*(= AG1ott - IGjOdt) = -0.6 kcal;
d (= AG16tt - AGl6td) = d*(= AG16tt - AGl6dt) = -0.44 kcal;
e (= AGott - AGlodd) = -0.9 kcal;
f (= G16tt - AG16dd) = -0.5 kcal;
g (= AGl3.d - AG13at) = -1.0 kcal.
binding at the 13-out end, but they span a much narrower
range. This is because the bonds in the 3-start direction (3at
and 3ta) are common for all binding sites at the a-out end
(see Fig. 4 B) and hence difference terms involving these
bonds do not appear (see Table 1). Thus, the differences be-
tween the various sites at the a-out end depend only upon
differences for interactions in the 10- and 16- start directions,
that is, energy difference terms c* and d* (see above).
(iii) The affinity of Tu-GDP for the DD site at the 13-out
end is predicted to be very low (see Table 2), so that assembly
of pure Tu-GDP will occur only at very high total protein
concentration. Consideration of the equations in Table 1
shows that Tu-GDP should, however, have a significantly
higher affinity for GTP-containing sites (especially the TT
site) at the 13-out end. The implications of these properties are
discussed below.
(iv) Relatively low affinity binding of Tu-GDP is pre-
dicted for all sites at the a-out end, irrespective of their nu-
cleotide content.
2.7. The general treatment
As noted above, consideration of the additional lattices
(13-B, 14-A) introduces a greater complexity of the subunit-
subunit interactions and requires a more generalized ap-
proach, involving estimation of individual free energy val-
ues. In assigning values of free energies for specific
interactions, we use the free energy differences discussed in
Section 2.6 as a guide and apply the following general prin-
ciples, which will then be equally applicable to all types of
lattice:
(i) Since two intrinsically different lattice interactions are
known to exist (i.e., both A and B), involving either heter-
ologous (A: a-13) or homologous (B: a-a, 13-13) interactions
along the 3-start helix, we conclude that the sum of all of the
free energies for interactions of a Tu-GDP dimer with neigh-
boring dimers in the A-lattice is likely to be rather similar to
that for a Tu-GDP in the B-lattice. In other words, we are
assuming that seams are not necessarily a source of either
stability or instability, and free energy terms are selected
accordingly.
(ii) For interactions between any particular two subunit
types, those in the 3-start direction are generally assumed
to be stronger than those in the 10-start direction, and
these, in turn, are generally stronger than those in the
16-start direction (e.g., - AG3tt > - AG1Ot > -AG16a;
cf. Section 2.6.1(i)).
(iii) For each of the lateral lattice directions (3, 10, and
16), the interactions involving GTP-containing 13-subunits
are assumed to be stronger than those involving GDP-
containing 13-subunits (thus, e.g., -AG3ta> - AG3da). In
contrast, for the longitudinal bond the opposite is the case,
and we generally consider that - AG13da > - AG13ta (see
Section 2.6.1(iii)).
(iv) The value for AGs has been estimated by Erickson
(26) to lie in the range 7 to 11 kcal/mol. We arbitrarily assign
AGs to be 9 kcal/mol, the midpoint of this range.
The set of free energy values used in all simulations re-
ported here is given in Table 3. This table also shows cal-
culated values of association constants for the four fixed-
geometry binding sites of the 13-A lattice previously
considered in the simple treatment (cf. Table 2). These new
calculations again give association constants for the bind-
ing of Tu-GTP at the 1-out end in the order KT/Tr > KT/TD
KT/DT > KT/DD > KD/DD (see Table 3). The binding
constants for Tu-GTP at the a-out end are ordered in a
similar way and again cover a much narrower range of af-
fmities, as in the case of the simpler treatment. The predic-
tions for the binding of Tu-GDP are also similar to those
TABLE 3 Association constants for Tu-GTP and Tu-GDP
binding at four different sites at the Cx- and 13-out ends
of the 13-filament A-lattice (see Fig. 4, A and B)
calculated using Individual free energy terms
13-out end a-out end
Site 10-4-KT/I 0410-4 K-K,/ 10-4.KaT,y 10-4.KaD/,(xy) (M-1) (M-1) (M-1) (M-1)
TT 499.00 98.40 31.60 2.00
DD 2.00 0.55 6.20 0.55
TD 37.20 7.30 16.5 1.05
DT 26.80 7.30 11.92 1.05
The individual free energy values used in these calculations are (see text):
AGs = 9 kcal/mol;
AGl3ad = -9.9; AGl3da = -9.9; AG13ta = -8.2; AG13at = -8.2;
AG3t = -3.0; AG3dt = -1.7; AG3td = -1.7; AG3at = -2.1;
AG3ta. = -2.l;AG3dd = -0.6; AG3,. = -0.6; AG3ad =-0.9; AGda = -0.9;
AGiott = -1.8; AGOdt = -1.2; AGlOtd = -1.2; AGiO0t = -1.4; AGiOta = -1.4;
AGlOdd = -0.8; AG10aa = -0.8; AGload = -0.9; AGlod. = -0.9;
AG6tt= -1.3; AGl6dt = -0-9; AGl6td = -0-9; AG16t = -1-1; AG16t. = -1-1;
AGl6dd = -0.5; AG16.. = -0.5; AGl6.d = -0.6; AGi6d& = -0.6.
The corresponding free energy differences (see Table 2) are:
a = b = -1.2 kcallmol; c = c* = -0.6 kcal/mol;
d = d* = -0.4 kcal/mol; e = -1.0 kcallmol;
f = -0.5 kcallmol; g = -1.7 kcal/mol.
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made by the simple treatment. The affinity is calculated to
be rather high for binding of Tu-GDP at the TT site at the
,3-out end but low for all Tu-GDP binding at all other sites
at the a- and P-out ends.
The choice of a relatively high free energy (and thus
strength) for the longitudinal bond is consistent with the
view that longitudinal bonds are stronger than lateral ones
(31, 32). In terms of the previous discussion the addition
of a subunit to the standard geometry site of the 13-A lat-
tice creates six lateral bonds and one longitudinal bond
(see Section 2.6.1). Inspection of Fig. 2 shows that, for the
13-B and 14-A lattices, some association events at sites ad-
jacent to the "seam" (e.g., those at the ends of protofila-
ments 8 and 9 in the 14-A lattice shown in Fig. 2 D and
that at the end of protofilament number 9 in the 13-B lat-
tice shown in Fig. 2 C) result in the formation of only four
lateral bonds. Therefore, if the lateral bonds make too
large a relative contribution to the overall free energy of
binding, these particular sites will be of very low affinity
and will be kinetically disfavored during periods of
growth. Furthermore, dimers bound at sites with more than
six lateral bonds (such as, e.g., those created following the
addition of subunits to both protofilaments 8 and 9 of the
14-A lattice in Fig. 2 D) would be bound with very high
affinity and would impair dissociation.
3. RESULTS
With this new formulation, the kinetic properties can be
evaluated for any of the lattices described here and indeed
for any other lattice of mixed A, B type. The general treat-
ment (Section 2.7) relaxes the previous requirement to de-
fine sites in terms of a specific structure for association/
dissociation and allows a free energy value (and hence an
association constant) to be assigned for binding at sites
with any number and type of neighbors. Thus, the general
treatment uses the same free energy assignments for partic-
ular subunit-subunit interactions with specified spatial rela-
tionship (3, 10, 13, 16) and nucleotide composition (a,
13-ATP, ,B-ADP) irrespective of the overall lattice type and
symmetry. Some of the results obtained from applying this
new treatment to the 13-out ends of the 13-A, 13-B, and
14-A microtubule lattices and to the a-out end of the 13-A
microtubule lattice will now be discussed. These data de-
rive from extended length versus time plots as described in
Section 2.3.
3.1. Growth-shortening transitions
Fig. 5 a shows that simulation of the 13-A microtubule lattice
under conditions of zero net growth (i.e., [Tu-GTP] = Cc)
produces the growth-shortening behavior characteristic of
dynamic instability. This result is consistent with results pre-
viously reported for the "fixed geometry" formulation of the
problem (14). The microtubule behavior is well character-
ized in terms of a single growth rate and a single shortening
rate, although closer inspection shows some variation in rate
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FIGURE 5 Simulated length changes as a function of time for three dif-
ferent microtubule lattices. Plots for the 13-A (a), 14-A (b), and 13-B (c)
lattices, simulated using the general method for deriving rate constants for
different lattice configurations, as described in the text. The simulations
were performed at the appropriate C, for each lattice (see Fig. 6).
(see Section 3.5). The L(t) plot (Fig. 5, plot a) shows that
transitions (G-*S and S--G) occur frequently but apparently
randomly; the amplitude (or duration) of either phase like-
wise shows an apparently random distribution. Some of the
smaller length excursions might easily be below the reso-
lution of direct observations.
Fig. 5 (plots b and c) shows that the phenomenon of tran-
sitions is not restricted to the 13-A lattice; the inclusion of
a single B-type seam in the 14-A lattice has almost no effect.
With the exception of protein-protein contacts at the seam
itself, the lattice is effectively identical to the 13-A lattice,
and the dynamic properties are similar. For the 13-B lattice,
as seen in Fig. 2 C, the geometry involves essentially a single
A-type seam in a B-type lattice. Nonetheless, at the Cc, dy-
namic transitions are clearly evident, although intrinsic rates
of growth and shortening phases, and length excursions, are
generally smaller. These effects are mainly due to the dif-
ferent end configurations of the B-type lattice (see below).
Thus, dynamic instability is not solely the property of the
helically symmetric 13-A lattice. All lattices typically show
transitions between growth and shortening, but with char-
acteristic differences.
3.2. Net growth properties
The plots of net growth rate versus [Tu-GTP] (or JO,C plots)
have a similar form for the 13-out ends of all three lattices,
with similar values for the Cc in the range 8-10 ,uM, as shown
in Fig. 6. While the 14-A lattice shows properties similar to
those of the 13-A lattice, it is notable that the 13-B lattice has
a slower bimolecular rate constant for microtubule growth
(the limiting slope at high [Tu-GTP]) and a lower maximum
shortening rate (at [Tu-GTP] = 0). This is because there are
C
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FIGURE 6 Macroscopic microtubule
population growth properties for three
different microtubule lattices. J0,,c plots
for the (3-out ends of the 13-A (A), 14-A
(B), and 13-B (C) lattices and for the
a-out end of the 13-A lattice (D). (D)
also shows the effect of changing k(+)-
Tl,y from 2.0 X 106 (filled symbols) to
1.50 x 106 M-l's-1 (open symbols). The
curves show net growth rate as a function
of [Tu-GTP]. Each point derives from an
extended simulation of L(t) as in Fig. 5,
to assess the net growth (or shortening) as
a function of time at a given Tu-GTP con-
centration.
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fewer energetically favorable sites for association (and dis-
sociation) on the 13-B lattice (an average of 1.63) than on the
13-A lattice (an average of 3.33). Nonetheless, dynamic tran-
sitions between growth and shortening are predicted (as
shown in Fig. 5).
The Jo0,C plot for the a-out end of the 13-A lattice (Fig.
6 D) is predicted to have a shape different from that for the
/3-out end, as reported previously (16). As the concentration
of Tu-GTP is lowered below the Cc, the rate of shortening
increases steadily and approaches the maximum value at [Tu-
GTP] = 0. This difference between the observed and max-
imum shortening rates is due to two factors. At very low
Tu-GTP concentrations, it is due solely to isolated Tu-GTP
addition events, almost entirely at DD sites, whereas at con-
centrations closer to the Cc, there are short periods of growth
that produce a very much lower net shortening rate. The
isolated addition events are more effective in reducing the
shortening rate for the a-out end. This is because (see Table
3) the affinity of Tu-GTP for a DD site is predicted to be
higher at the a-out end compared with the /3-out end. One
other feature deserves comment. The maximum shortening
rate (at [Tu-GTP] = 0) is seen to be the same for both the
a- and j3-out ends (Fig. 6, A and D). This is because the
affinity of Tu-GDP for DD sites with the same geometry has
to be the same for both ends (see Table 3), and since the same
association rate constant has been assumed for all sites (see
Section 2.5), the dissociation rate is necessarily the same.
In fact, considerable experimental evidence exists that the
experimentally observed association rate constant for the ad-
dition of Tu-GTP is different at the opposite ends of the
microtubule (5, 33). Recent work has confirmed this fact,
with direct observations of individual microtubules under a
range of conditions of protein concentration and temperature
(K. K. Sharma, S. R. Martin, and P. M. Bayley; manuscript
in preparation). The higher value is the "plus end," which is
generally presumed to be the /-out end. It is therefore prob-
ably more realistic to assign a lower value of k(+)T,X,y to the
a-out end. Since the dissociation rate constants (k( - )T/,9 and
k(-)D/,y are reduced by a similar factor (considerations of
the affinities being unchanged), this also leads to a lower
value of the maximum shortening rate (determined by the
value of k(-)D/DD) at the a-out end (see Fig. 5 D), while the
Cc remains unchanged. However, as indicated in Section
2.61, differences in critical concentration at the two ends are
determined by the value assigned to the free energy differ-
ence g (Tables 1-3) deriving from the value of AG13,at rel-
ative to AGl3ad. With the values given in Table 3, the Cc for
the a-out end is 10.1 ,uM, compared with 8.25 ,uM for the
/-out end. It is found that the critical concentration for the
a-out end would decrease from 10.1 to 6.2 ,uM as AG13at
changes from -8.2 to -8.7 kcal/mol and g changes from -1.7
to -1.2 kcal/mol. This illustrative calculation therefore
shows that a difference of free energy of interaction as small
as 0.5 kcal for the longitudinal intermolecular interaction of
the a-subunit with /3-GTP compared with /3-GDP could have
a marked effect on the relative critical concentrations of the
two ends. Such an energy difference is entirely plausible,
since it is small compared to hydrogen bond formation,
charge interactions, or an additional bivalent ion interaction.
This demonstrates that differences in affinity and kinetics at
opposite ends may be due to extremely small differences in
specific, end-dependent, subunit-subunit interactions.
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3.3. Transition behavior
Fig. 7 (A and B) shows the variation in mean growth and
shortening rates for all three microtubule lattices in the range
of [Tu-GTP] spanning the Cc for each. The growth rate re-
mains linearly dependent upon [Tu-GTP] in this range,
whereas the shortening rate is in each case considerably less
than the rate at [Tu-GTP] = 0, due to the presence of mixed-
end intermediates such as structures D and E of Fig. 1.
For all three lattice types, the mean lifetimes of both
growth (Tg) and shortening (Ts) are predicted to have a
marked nonlinear dependence on [Tu-GTP] for both ends of
the microtubule (Fig. 7, C and D; see also Ref. 14). This
condition, which is necessary for the related phenomenon of
oscillatory microtubule growth (7, 34), tends to restrict dy-
namic instability to a relatively narrow range of [Tu-GTP]
about the Cc. Early experimental observations (5) showed an
apparently linear dependence of transition rates (l/Tg and
1/Ts) on [Tu-GTP]. However, contrary to the view given by
Caplow (11), more recent measurements (35) have con-
firmed that the rates are indeed nonlinearly dependent on
[Tu-GTP], as required for the two-state transition behavior
(7, 14). Fig. 8 plots this experimental data (logarithmically,
as in Ref. 35) with the calculations for the transition fre-
quencies for both ends of the 13-A lattice (the plus and minus
ends are defined operationally as having higher and lower
growth rates; these correlate with the calculated properties
for the 13- and a-out ends). For both G-*S and S--G tran-
sitions the approximate relationship between log(frequency)
and [Tu-GTP] is shown by both experimental and simulated
data. For the S--G transition, there is a systematic difference,
with calculated frequencies for the 13-A lattice generally
higher than the available experimental results. No attempt
has been made to adjust the model parameters in order to fit
the experimental data. As shown elsewhere (15) the number
of observations of transitions (and hence lifetimes) required
to provide a reliable average for the frequencies is difficult
to achieve experimentally, particularly for concentrations
much above or below the Cc. The important prediction of the
model, namely the nonlinear dependence on [Tu-GTP], is
well substantiated for the G--S regime.
Walker et al. (35) also demonstrated that growing micro-
tubules diluted to very low [Tu-GTP] experienced a growth
to shortening transition ("catastrophe") within 4-6 s of di-
lution and that this time interval was independent of the rate
ofgrowth of the microtubule (observed at different [Tu-GTP]
values) prior to the dilution. This observation was very im-
portant, because it showed that the size of any capping struc-
ture must be independent of the rate of growth. This is con-
sistent with the postulate of coupling between Tu-GTP
addition and GTP hydrolysis, which is central to the formu-
lation of the lateral cap model (see Section 2.1). Simulations
for the 13-out end of the 13-A lattice show that growing
microtubules diluted to 0, 1, and 2 ,uM Tu-GTP undergo
a growth-to-shortening transition after (on average) 2.8
(±0.7), 4 (±1.3), and 6.7 (±2.1) s, respectively, and that
this time is independent of the initial [Tu-GTP] present in
the starting (predilution) conditions. These results are fully
consistent the observations of Walker et al. (35).
Microtubule growth off seeds at [Tu-GTP] < Cc shows
interesting biochemical features (36). Under dynamic con-
ditions, short microtubules nucleate and extend to lengths
that can be detected by electron microscopy (Ref. 37 and M.
F. Symmons, S. R. Martin, and P. M. Bayley, unpublished
observations). Simulations with the model show that these
microtubules have a high probability ofundergoing the G--S
transition and hence frequently shorten back to zero length.
The rate of GTP hydrolysis increases approximately linearly
with [Tu-GTP], corresponding to the bimolecular addition
reaction, once the terminal tubulin-GTP layer is established.
The nonlinear relationship (rate proportional to [Tu-GTP]2),
FIGURE 7 Mean state lifetimes, growth
rates, and shortening rates as a function of
[Tu-GTP] for three different microtubule lat-
tices. (A) Growing rates (Rg) as a function of
[Tu-GTP] for the 13-out ends of the 13-A(E),
13-B (L), and 14-A (+) lattices. (B) Short-
ening rates (Rs) as a function of [Tu-GTP] for
the 13-out ends of the 13-A(E), 13-B (L), and
14-A(+) lattices. (C) Growing state lifetime
(To) as a function of [Tu-GTP] for the 13-out
ends of the 13-A (0), 13-B (L), and 14-A
(+) lattices and for the a-out end of the 13-A
lattice (*). (D) Shortening state lifetime (Ta)
as a function of [Tu-GTP] for the 13-out ends
of the 13-A (U), 13-B (Cl), and 14-A (+)
lattices and for the a-out end of the 13-A
lattice (*).
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FIGURE 8 Frequencies of G-*S (A and B) and
S--G (C and D) transitions as a function of [tubulin-
GTP]. Comparison of computed values for the 13-out
(U) and a-out (L) ends of the 13-protofilament
A-lattice with experimental values taken from Walker
et al. (5, 35) (+, plus end; -, minus end). Note: Fre-
quencies are the reciprocals of the mean state lifetimes,
Ts and Tg.
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suggested by Caplow (11), does not appear to be significant
once finite growth occurs.
We note that the lifetime for the shortening state at the
a-out end is predicted to be rather short. This is because (see
Table 3 and above) the addition of Tu-GTP to a DD site at
the a-out end (the initial step in any rescue process at this
end) is predicted to occur with relatively high affinity.
3.4. The nature of the microtubule ends
While the free-energy relationships derived in this treatment
ensure that there are a relatively small number of energet-
ically preferred steps, none of the possible dissociation
events are excluded a priori, and hence energetically unfa-
vorable steps, such as the dissociation of a dimer from a
partially buried lattice position, may occur. The infrequent
occurrence of such events does have important consequences
for the predicted behavior of the microtubule end during the
simulation.
Ultrastructural observations (using negative staining) sug-
gest that assembling microtubules may exhibit "frayed"
ends, but disassembling ends may be smoother (38). How-
ever, in frozen hydrated preparations, assembling microtu-
bules appear to be more regular, but rapidly disassembling
ones show protofilament fraying (31). Simulations with the
fixed geometry binding site (see above) must, of course, nec-
essarily produce smooth-ended microtubules in both the
growth and shortening phases. However, because the new
simulation procedure employed here allows energetically un-
favorable events to occur with low probability, the micro-
tubule end is quite often seen to be irregular, with one or more
long extensions consisting of a few protofilaments. This ex-
tension exists when the extended protofilaments are the only
ones capped by Tu-GTP; these are then stabilized (by lateral
interactions between the terminal Tu-GTPs) while the other,
uncapped protofilaments rapidly dissociate from around the
stabilized region. In this connection it is important that the
free energy for binding is partitioned predominantly in favor
of the longitudinal interactions.
Calculations show that for the 13-A lattice, approxi-
mately 82% of all dissociation events and more than 99%
of all association events occur at the set of sites (see Figs.
3 and 4) that we have used in our previous simulations us-
ing the fixed geometry approach. Thus, as formulated, the
simulations suggest that protofilament extensions would be
much more common during rapid shortening, especially
during the transition from growth to shortening behavior. It
may be noted that conditions that promote rapid disassem-
bly (e.g., elevated concentrations of divalent cations) (39,
40) also promote the formation of oligomeric species (29).
The rate enhancement may be due to a change in the
mechanism of dissociation involving either oligomeric spe-
cies as the dissociating form or the induction of gross
structural effects. Neither of these possibilities is consid-
ered in these simulations.
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3.5. Variability in growth and shortening rates
Data have been presented recently suggesting that microtu-
bules may grow at intrinsically different rates in vitro (41).
These authors have reported that growth (and shortening) of
individual microtubules in seeded assembly of tubulin dimer
show variations in rate over short time scales during a single
period of growth (or shortening). The L(t) plots reported here
(Fig. 5) show only rather limited microscopic variations in
rate within a given phase. This is due to the variation in the
number of sites for association and dissociation and to the
existence of "imperfect" or "mixed" ends with exposed ter-
minal Tu-GDP molecules (10). However, these factors are
probably not able to explain major variations in rate. A more
probable source of more persistent variations could be a
change of lattice type (A or B) within a single microtubule,
which would simultaneously introduce a new set of contacts.
Also, there is the possibility of a change of protofilament
number within a single microtubule. These have been ob-
served but only with low frequency, for example, approxi-
mately every 15 ,um (21). This would constitute a potentially
mobile defect, so the point at which a change of rate might
occur need not be stationary. Fig. 7A shows that the growth
rates of 13-A and 14-A lattices differ by a factor of approx-
imately 1.5 at 8 ,uM Tu-GTP; the more major structural
change in the 13-B type lattice has a greater effect, and mixed
A/B lattices may be expected to show intermediate behavior.
Alternatively, at the microscopic level, microtubule elonga-
tion may be a more irregular process than simple helical
growth. The fact that antiparallel protofilament orientations
are observed (in sheet structures) suggests that the occasional
addition of an individual tubulin dimer in an antiparallel ori-
entation might be energetically possible, and this could pro-
duce additional kinetic complexity.
3.6. The effect of small ligands on microtubule
dynamic instability
Effects of GDP
The simulations described so far have considered only the
case where free tubulin is present as Tu-GTP. Experimen-
tally, this is usually achieved by including an enzymic system
for the rapid regeneration of Tu-GTP from the Tu-GDP lib-
erated by microtubule shortening. It is clearly of interest to
consider explicitly the effects on microtubule dynamics of
including Tu-GDP as a component of the system. Inspection
of the predicted association constants for binding ofTu-GDP
to a GDP-containing site (Table 3) shows that assembly of
Tu-GDP is not expected to occur under normal buffer con-
ditions. This is in agreement with the experimental obser-
vations that microtubule assembly from pure Tu-GDP is ef-
fectively excluded. However, the relatively high affinity of
Tu-GDP for a GTP-containing site at the (3-out end suggests
that the binding ofTu-GDP could have a significant effect on
microtubule behavior when present with Tu-GTP. Simula-
tions using mixtures of Tu-GDP and Tu-GTP show that add-
ing GDP would, on our model, increase the observed critical
concentration (as expected) and suppress dynamics, even at
relatively low levels. Thus, for example, Fig. 9 shows that the
presence of as little as 10% Tu-GDP increases the Cc from
8.25 to 12.5 ,uM (Fig. 9A) and dramatically reduces the size
of the length excursions (Fig. 9 B). This suggests that the
presence of a relatively small molar fraction of tubulin as
Tu-GDP may have surprisingly large effects on observable
dynamic properties. More specifically, in situations where
Tu-GDP is likely to accumulate even transiently (as in os-
cillatory systems studied at relatively high protein concen-
trations), direct effects ofTu-GDP will need to be considered
explicitly.
Effects of nonhydrolyzable analogues
The behavior of a nonhydrolyzable analogue (such as GMP-
PNP) is readily simulated by "switching off" the hydrolysis
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FIGURE 9 Effects of GDP and a nonhydrolyzable GTP analog (e.g.,
GMPPNP) on microtubule dynamics. (A) Jonc plots for the 13-out end of the
13-A lattice for Tu-GTP alone (U), for Tu-GTP containing 20% Tu-
GMPPNP (+), and for Tu-GTP containing 10% Tu-GDP (El). (B) Length
versus time plots for the 13-out end of the 13-A lattice for Tu-GTP alone (a),
for Tu-GTP containing 20% Tu-GMPPNP (b), and for Tu-GTP containing
10% Tu-GDP (c). The simulations were performed at the appropriate Cc for
each mixture (see A).
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step. In the simplest treatment we assume that tubulin con-
taining a nonhydrolyzable analogue behaves in the same way
as Tu-GTP. The affinity of a tubulin molecule for the mi-
crotubule end does not then depend on nucleotide content for
pure Tu-GMPPNP, and one obtains a linear JonC plot with a
low critical concentration (-1 ,iM for the (3-out of the 13-
protofilament A-lattice, compared with 8.25 ,iM for Tu-
GTP). This is consistent with experimental observations
(42). Simulations on mixtures of Tu-GTP and Tu-GMPPNP
(for example) show that relatively small amounts of Tu-
GMPPNP in the mixture reduce the Cc, (e.g., from 8.25 to 3.9
,uM at 20% Tu-GMPPNP; Fig. 9 A) and suppress dynamics
by reducing growing and shortening state lifetimes (Fig. 9
B). Furthermore, incorporation of relatively small amounts
of Tu-GMPPNP in the lattice produces a microtubule that
disassembles rather slowly; the maximum disassembly rate
is reduced by more than a factor of 6 when only 20% Tu-
GMPPNP is incorporated (Fig. 9 A).
Suitability of the microtubule lattice
The free-energy values derived for the treatment of dynamic
instability given here also allow treatment of the intrinsic
stability of the microtubule lattice. For example, the asso-
ciation constant for a Tu-GDP completely buried in the
microtubule wall is calculated to be -1.5 X 1014 M-1.
Assuming an association rate constant of 2.0 X 106 M-1 .S-,
the calculated dissociation rate constant for this dimer is
-1.3 X 10-8 S-1 (43). This value is in remarkable agreement
with that derived by Dye et al. (32) from the experimental
observation of the breakdown rate of microtubules "tethered"
at both ends. While this is no more than an order of mag-
nitude calculation, it does emphasize the kinetic barrier to
loss of Tu-GDP from the microtubule wall, due to the lattice
interactions. Thus, endwise depolymerization is the strongly
preferred physical mechanism in which the most important
step is the loss of individual molecules ofTu-GDP from sites
containing only Tu-GDP.
Substoichiometric inhibition of microtubule dynamics by
antimitotic drugs
We have previously shown experimentally (44) that the pri-
mary action in vitro of the antimitotic drug podophyllotoxin
is to suppress the dynamic transitions of microtubules. Sim-
ilar data have been obtained for colchicine (A. Vandecan-
delaere, M. J. Schilstra, S. R. Martin, and P. M. Bayley,
manuscript in preparation). The lateral cap model provides
an instructive basis for the simulation of such properties (15,
45). If a tubulin-drug complex (Tu-X) binds to the lattice with
normal kinetics but then inhibits the addition of further mol-
ecules of Tu-GTP, the general effect is the rapid suppression
of the length excursions. This is illustrated for the 13-
protofilament A-type lattice in Fig. 1, where different types
of inhibition are considered. In Fig. 1 G the presence ofTu-X
(on protofilament 5) inhibits addition at the 5-start related site
(protofilament 6); in Fig. 1 H the presence of Tu-X (on
protofilament 6) inhibits addition at the 8-start related site
(protofilament 5); in Fig. 1 I the presence of Tu-X inhibits
both the 5- and 8-start related sites. Given the closed nature
of the cylindrical lattice (in terms of 5- and 8-start related
helices) the microtubule end adopts a typical configuration
as shown. For example, in Fig. 1 G, the main activity is
dissociation from protofilament 1 and its neighbors, but the
end returns to the limiting configuration as shown until Tu-X
either dissociates from protofilament 5 or is finally buried in
the lattice by the (energetically unfavorable) addition at
protofilament 6. The latter incorporation of Tu-X would
be strongly substoichiometric, as reported by Skoufias and
Wilson (46). Simulations show that either type 1 (Fig. 1, G
and H) or type 2 interactions (Fig. 1 I) produce substantial
inhibition of microtubule growth and thus suppression of
dynamics at concentrations of Tu-X strongly substoichio-
metric relative to Tu-GTP (see Fig. 10). The plausibility of
such a steric mechanism resides in the fact that these anti-
mitotic drugs are of such a physical size as to interfere sig-
nificantly with lateral interactions within the lattice. Sup-
pression of dynamics has now been observed directly in
individual microtubules with a number of antimitotic drugs
(Refs. 47 and 48 and K. K. Sharma, A. Vandecandelaere, and
P. M. Bayley, unpublished observations). The extension of
these concepts leads to a general mechanism for the control
of microtubule dynamics by the substoichiometric action at
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FIGURE 10 Effect of substoichiometric concentrations of drugs on mi-
crotubule growth and dynamics. Microtubule elongation at the (3-out end of
the 13-A lattice is simulated at a total tubulin concentration of 25 ,uM. (a)
Tu-GTP alone; (b-d) Tu-GTP containing 1 mol % of a tubulin-drug com-
plex. The presence of the tubulin-drug complex reduces the association rate
constant for Tu-GTP into a site with a neighboring tubulin-drug molecule
by a factor of 100 times. In (b), the tubulin-drug complex inhibits addition
in both the 5 and 8-start related positions (Fig. 1 I, protofilament 4 or 6).
In (c) it inhibits addition in the 5-start related position only (Fig. 1 G,
protofilament 6). In (d), it inhibits addition in the 8-start related position only
(Fig. 1 H, protofilament 5). Note the strong inhibition of growth rate and
the irregularity of microtubule growth in the presence of concentrations of
tubulin-drug complex highly substoichiometric to that of free Tu-GTP.
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the microtubule end of potential regulatory factors, interfer-
ing with addition reactions in specific lattice directions.
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous work on the simulation of microtubule dynamic
instability by Chen and Hill (17) sought to model the tran-
sition behavior of microtubules that included (in the growing
state) a substantial "cap" of Tu-GTP. The more recent ana-
lytical evidence indicates that Tu-GTP in microtubules at
steady state is experimentally undetectable. The lateral cap
formulation was made to show how a minimal capping struc-
ture restricted in size to one Tu-GTP/protofilament end could
still confer the unique dynamic properties of the microtubule
system. The present work indicates the potential of this min-
imal model. Further elaboration (e.g., by explicitly including
intermediates such as Tu-GDP-Pi or transient conformational
states of bound tubulin species) is not, at present, kinetically
justified.
Thus, the lateral cap model provides a relatively simple
numerical treatment of the unusual dynamic properties of
microtubules assembled in vitro from pure Tu-GTP. Based
upon two postulates (Section 2.1) of coupled hydrolysis of
Tu-GTP and the progressive destabilizing influence of the
presence of Tu-GDP in the microtubule end, the character-
istic two-phase growth-shortening behavior is readily repro-
duced. The treatment predicts that the transitions between
states will be strongly influenced by [Tu-GTP], as found
experimentally (see Section 3.3). The present work indicates
that the original treatment of the 13-protofilament A-type
microtubule lattice is readily extended to treat microtubule
lattices of different symmetry types. The important conclu-
sion is that, on this model, dynamic instability is not the
exclusive property of the helically symmetric 13-
protofilament A-type lattice of the tubulin a-13 heterodimer
but is retained either in the presence of an A-type lattice with
a B-type "seam" or in a B-type lattice with an A-type "seam."9
These categories therefore include all microtubule lattices,
with and without seams, irrespective of the protofilament
number.
These results have some bearing on the significance of the
existence of microtubules with different lattice types. As dis-
cussed above, for any lattice other than the A-type with an
odd number of protofilaments, a structural seam must be
present. The fact that microtubules with n in the range 12 to
16 are found to coexist in self-assembled microtubule pop-
ulations, with n = 13 and 14 most common, implies that a
protofilament "seam" cannot be a source of unusual insta-
bility in the microtubule structure. This suggests that the
heterologous 3-start a-3/1-a interactions and the homolo-
gous 3-start a-a/13-13 interactions are probably similar in free
energy. Similar conclusions appear likely for interactions in
the 5- and 8-start directions. This, in turn, increases the like-
lihood that microtubule lattices may include both types of
interactions (cf. the "mixed" A/B lattices originally proposed
by McEwen and Edelstein) (23). Thus, whereas a seeding
structure could well impose a given lattice type by micro-
tubule growth with fidelity (19, 49), the energetic cost of a
lattice defect, as either a change of type (A/B) or even a
change in protofilament number (as rarely seen) (21), need
not be prohibitively expensive in energy terms.
The property of dynamic instability appears to be unique
to the microtubule structure. However, the simulations sug-
gest that it does not seem to be necessarily correlated with
a single, perfectly regular structure for the microtubule lat-
tice. The origin of the phenomenon appears to reside partly
in the apparent high affinity of Tu-GTP for the microtubule
end and in the stability of the microtubule in the growing
state. In addition, the overall microtubule lattice structure is
important. Thus, as suggested previously for the helically
symmetric 13-A lattice (7), the 3-start helix, dictated by the
details of protein-protein contact at the level of the tubulin
monomer, determines that the microtubule end has a number
of relatively short "runs" of symmetry-related molecules
(see, for example, protofilaments 6 to 11 in Fig. 1 A). The
general treatment of lattice energies presented here shows
how these molecules can interact with a degree of cooper-
ativity. Irrespective of the exact nature of the 3-start contacts,
and hence including all types of microtubule lattice, this co-
operativity gives rise to the two-state growing and shortening
behavior and determines the extent of the concentration
range about Cc over which microtubules exhibit dynamic
instability.
The effect of dynamic instability is to confer specialized
properties on the microtubule structure formed by a relatively
simple GTP-dependent protein assembly process. The mi-
crotubule, in the presence of a suitable concentration of Tu-
GTP, is apparently physically stable, although it is effectively
composed entirely of Tu-GDP. It is more appropriate to de-
scribe it as a metastable structure, stabilized by the kinetic
event of Tu-GTP addition. When the stabilizing effect of
Tu-GTP addition is lost, the microtubule undergoes rapid
disassembly by endwise loss of Tu-GDP. This metastability
provides a polar structure that is evidently physically stable
and relatively rigid and which is used in cellular systems to
establish or stabilize the directionality of cytoplasmic struc-
tures and processes. At the same time, the physical properties
of the lattice allow microtubules to be rapidly reorganized
under the influence of appropriate factors.
Factors controlling microtubule dynamic
instability
It appears likely that the phenomenon of microtubule dy-
namic instability is influenced by a variety of factors, espe-
cially for microtubules within the cytoplasmic milieu. The
simulations described here have shown that the basic prop-
erties of microtubule dynamic instability can derive from
purely physical and kinetic effects, that is, the transition be-
havior is an intrinsic property for an individual microtubule
in the presence of a constant concentration ofTu-GTP within
a given range and under a given set of solution conditions.
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It is therefore instructive to consider how simple changes
in these conditions could affect the dynamic behavior of
microtubules.
The treatment described above indicates that a principal
factor controlling dynamic instability is the effective con-
centration of free Tu-GTP. In the simulations, this concen-
tration, plus the bimolecular rate constant, determines the
rate of addition of Tu-GTP and hence the probability of an
addition event relative to a dissociation event. However, this
concentration factor has to be considered in relation to the
value of Cc, the critical concentration for microtubule as-
sembly under the given conditions. In fact, it would be more
appropriate to consider the dependence of transition frequen-
cies on the normalized concentration, y (= [Tu-GTP]/Cc).
Studies over many years have shown that the parameter Cc
is itself affected by the type of buffer ion and its concen-
tration, solution pH, temperature, the presence of stabilizing
agents (glycerol, etc.), the presence of microtubule-
associated proteins (MAPs), and the presence of agents that
bind to tubulin and affect assembly properties, including nu-
cleotides (e.g., GDP), drugs (e.g., colchicine), and ions (e.g.,
Ca21) (see Ref. 50 and references therein).
Many of these factors can have complicated and multiple
interrelated effects; for example, high [Mg2+] can increase
the Cc but at the same time stabilize tubulin-GDP as oligo-
mers, hence inhibiting the exchange reaction with GTP that
regenerates tubulin-GTP. In the simplest case, for a fixed
value of [Tu-GTP], a factor that selectively increases the Cc
will decrease y, and the balance of dynamic processes is
shifted to show greater frequency of G-*S transitions (so-
called catastrophe). The effectively inverse relationship be-
tween the dependence on [Tu-GTP] (or y) ofG--S and S--G
transition frequencies in the concentration range about Cc,
where dynamics are most readily observed, means that the
corresponding effect of the same factor on the S-*G tran-
sitions could be relatively small. Thus the factor appears to
be affecting the G-*S or "catastrophe" frequency selectively.
Conversely, a factor that selectively decreases the value of
Cc will increase -y and show a more marked effect on the
S-*G or "rescue" frequency. In either case, effects of the
given factor on the characteristic rates of the growth phase
and shortening phase may well be negligibly small since
[Tu-GTP] remains constant. (The modeling suggests a
second-order effect might be expected owing to some de-
pendence of kObs(+T) and kobs(-D) on [Tu-GTP], due to the
changes in the proportions of "mixed ends" containing Tu-
GTP and Tu-GDP in the region of the Cc (see Ref. 14).
Several reports have shown significant effects on the dy-
namic properties of individual microtubules by agents added
to solutions containing microtubules showing dynamic tran-
sitions. O'Brien et al. (39) showed effects of Mg2+ on the
dynamic instability of individual microtubules. This corre-
lates with the observations of Gal et al. (40) of fast dis-
assembly of bulk microtubules induced by Mg2+ and Ca2+.
More recently, Simon et al. (51) noted that different buffer
ions (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid,
tic differences in growth rates and transition behavior for
microtubules of sea urchin tubulin assembled in vitro.
Likewise, the presence of MAPs can have a marked effect
on dynamics (3, 33). In fact, the addition of MAPs gener-
ally reduces the value of Cc, suggesting a lower probability
for the G- S transitions. However, under these conditions,
the mechanisms and kinetics of microtubule elongation
and disassembly are likely to differ significantly from the
situation with pure Tu-GTP, as shown for microtubule pro-
tein preparations (52).
The simulations suggest that one factor that clearly needs
careful control in experiments where GTP hydrolysis occurs
is the level ofGDP and hence Tu-GDP. Even within the limits
of the mechanism involving simple addition and dissociation
of tubulin monomers at the microtubule end, pronounced
kinetic effects are expected, even in the presence of a low
molar ratio of Tu-GDP/Tu-GTP (see Fig. 9). These effects
will in general be toward destabilization of the microtubule,
increase of Cc, and increased frequency of G--S and S--G
transitions. Furthermore, whenTu-GDP is present under con-
ditions that promote the formation of oligomeric tubulin spe-
cies, the growth and shortening of microtubules may be af-
fected in an unpredictable way owing to a change in
mechanism via the involvement of oligomers in competing
reactions.
Likewise, at the macroscopic level, the number and hence
length of microtubules will be critically dependent on the
number of initiation sites involved. A significant increase in
this number, when assembly is well advanced or close to
steady state, will increase the microtubule number concen-
tration and hence decrease the mean length. The onset of this
process may easily resemble an effectively concerted tran-
sition from growth to shortening, without the involvement of
any factor acting on the microtubules themselves (14, 53).
The net result would be a significant and progressive shift in
the length distribution profile to lower values. Thus even
under the relatively well-controlled conditions of in vitro
experimentation, small changes in solution conditions may
produce unexpected dynamic behavior in a population of
microtubules.
A number of studies have shown that microtubule dynamic
instability occurs in the cytoplasm of live cells at interphase
(4, 54-56) and in mitosis (57). The characteristic transition
behavior in interphase appears more complicated than in
vitro, with less regular growth rates. In the cytoplasm, it is
difficult to assess even the effective concentration of tubulin,
and there is a multiplicity of additional factors which, as
noted above, may change fundamental parameters such as
the value of the Cc, as well as affecting the intrinsic mech-
anisms of microtubule assembly.
Several studies have sought to clarify this situation, using
assays of the dynamics of microtubules nucleated from cen-
trosomes in cytoplasmic extracts. The activity of cell-cycle-
dependent enzymic factors, notably p34cdc2 kinase, plus cy-
clin B, have been implicated in increasing the G-*S
transition rate, as judged by direct observations, and meas-
1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic acid) produced characteris-
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initiated on centrosomes (58-60). In this context, it is in-
teresting that okadaic acid, an inhibitor of phosphatases that
prolongs mitosis in sea urchin eggs, has been reported to
induce short, dynamic microtubules in sea urchin extracts
(61), whereas 6-dimethylaminopurine, an inhibitor of
p34CdC2 kinase, apparently supports long microtubules (58).
These enzymic factors may act by modulating the nucleation
capacity of centrosomes in such extracts, in addition to pos-
sible effects on microtubule-associated proteins. Clearly it
will be important for mechanistic reasons to know how close
is the system to the value of Cc which characterizes a steady
state of assembly and how far observed changes in growth
rates and transition frequencies represent a transient response
under non-steady-state conditions to a change in microtubule
number induced by the application of the agent in question.
Recent studies have shown the high dynamic activity of sea
urchin egg tubulin in cytoplasmic extracts, compared with
the same protein in standard buffers (51). Individual micro-
tubules showed enhanced growth rates and apparently
greater G-*S transition rates, consistent with the involve-
ment of unknown cytoplasmic factors in some regulatory
function. For the present it is significant that additional fac-
tors can modulate the dynamic properties of microtubules in
the direction of stabilization or destabilization, effects that
could be of considerable value in regulation processes in
vivo. These results indicate that the full description of the
dynamics of a microtubule population in vivo involves a
multiplicity of factors, but appreciation of the intrinsic phys-
ical properties of the microtubule lattice itself, including the
nucleotide-dependent metastability as described above, re-
mains central to the phenomenon.
The biological function of microtubule dynamic instability
appears to be in ensuring such properties as the correct lo-
cation of microtubules in mitosis, conferring a dynamic
structure to an extended microtubule bundle, as in neurons,
and allowing an exploratory feature of microtubules in neu-
rite outgrowth (62-64). Given the critical biological role of
these processes, it is quite remarkable that the unique prop-
erty of the dynamic instability of microtubule structure can
persist, given the possibilities of significant variation and
imperfection in the microtubule lattice geometry.
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